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Figure 1: 3D rendering: two measured ABTF materials for different virtual light directions (samples courtesy of Foster+Partners).

ABSTRACT
We created a fully automatic system for acquisition of spatially
varying optical material behavior of real object surfaces under a
hemisphere of individual incident light directions. The resulting
measuredmaterial model is flexibly applicable to arbitrary 3Dmodel
geometries, can be photorealistically rendered and interacted with
in real-time and is not constrained to isotropic materials.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Photorealism in 3D rendering is continuously gaining more impor-
tance as it expands across different fields of applications, including
3D games industry and all areas where rapid prototyping is used
already in early design stages, such as in the automotive and textile
industry. But where do the specifications come from that define
realistic materials? Manual design of material models is one way,
having been applied for a long time and perfected to deliver quite
realistic material behaviors. The only way, however, to bring out
the physically correct light interaction behavior for each individ-
ual - or a mixture of different - materials on a surface, is actual
measurement under systematic illumination from a set of different
perspectives to reveal the actual optical reaction. One reason to
go this far is material behavior faithful to reality, and individual
rather than abstract classes of materials. Another reason is damage
assessment, e.g. for industrial quality control.

2 TECHNICAL APPROACH
We have developed such a measurement setup, and it is fully auto-
matic. There is a wide range of material models that can be physi-
cally acquired, ranging from BRDFs (Bi-directional Reflectance Dis-
tribution Functions) to BTFs (Bi-directional Texturing Functions)
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Figure 2: Direct comparison (2x2 table, 3D rendering) between
traditional static 2D texturing and dynamic ABTF material.

and beyond. While a BRDF captures optical material behavior for
a single point on an object surface - for each combination of a set
of incident light directions with a set of viewing directions - BTFs
capture the same combinatorial set, but additionally for spatially
varying material behavior. Our automatic measurement setup gen-
erates material models we call A-BTF (Approximate Bi-directional
Texturing Function). As an abstraction from BTFs, the number of
observer directions is limited to one. Deviating viewing directions
are approximated by light falloff according to the observer’s az-
imuth. Mapping this measured material to an arbitrary 3D model
geometry results in every single rendered surface point coming
to life individually, reacting to changing incoming light indepen-
dently of their neighborhood. ABTF can reproduce most material
effects of flat object surfaces and is especially interesting for non-
isotropic materials due to the acquisition of light interaction for a
hemispherical domain of incident directions. For maximum appli-
cability within the target domains mentioned, measured materials
are directly usable with the Unity engine.

In the initial idea [Kautz et al. 2004], a fixed quarter arc equipped
with equidistantly spaced LED light sources was used to illuminate a
sample and capture its response from a camera vertically above. This
approach was extended and entirely automated to produce results
within minutes [Santos et al. 2010]. Rendering already produced
realistic impressions under the assumption that the materials were
isotropic, stating that material behavior is invariant to rotation
around the sample surface normal.

However, material-specific effects become especially interesting
exactly for the case of anisotropic materials. Our approach breaks
this limitation entirely by introducing a rotary which the material
sample is placed on. The combinatory set defined by 20 equiangu-
larly positioned high power LEDs on the quarter light arc, each
accounting for one specific incident light angle Ilθ , combined with
a number of rotary turns to specific angles Rtϕ , constitutes a virtual
hemisphere of illumination. Capturing an image set ImдI of the

Figure 3: Automatic measurement setup and 3D rendering
of a furniture objectmappedwith anABTFmaterial sample.

material sample from straight above for each illumination setting
I =

⋃
Ilθ ⊗

⋃
Rtϕ describes the spatially varying light interaction

phenomenologically, discretized to the light source positions in
the virtual hemisphere. The spatially varying nature is accounted
for by the image matrix, as each single pixel records the material
behavior at the respective discrete surface position for each element
in I . ImдI is provided to the renderer such that any virtual incident
light direction can be mapped back to the corresponding measured
situation for Rtϕ and Ilθ .

3 IMPLEMENTATION AND FUTUREWORK
The acquisition phase is followed by two steps performed on each
image i in ImдI : i is rotated back to match images acquired at
0° using optical flow and homography in order to establish pixel
correspondence throughout ImдI . Then i is cropped to the area of
interest defined by the user on the sample surface before starting
acquisition. The resulting image set is written into anABTFmaterial
file. During rendering, the direction vector from the current position
to the virtual light source in the rendered 3D scene is decomposed
into θ (reverse elevation) and ϕ (azimuth with respect to the surface
normal). θ is mapped to the closest available Ilθ ∈

⋃
Ilθ , while ϕ is

mapped to the closest available Rtϕ ∈
⋃
Rtϕ , using interpolation

between images corresponding to neighboring angles. The localU
andV coordinates in texture space at the currently shaded position
are implicitly available to the shader, and the current vertex can be
shaded using a texture lookup into ImдI using Rtϕ , Ilθ ,U ,V . The
direction to the observer is used to create a light fall-off in relation
to the observer elevation over the object surface.

Since ABTF materials are mapped just like textures on objects,
transition and repetition effects apply accordingly. We are already
working on a novel texture synthesis technique that both creates
seamless transitions, and by genetic variation of subregion-based
texture composition, removes repetitive effects when zooming out.
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